The purpose of this study is to obtain result of analysis of the effect of Perceived Usefulness towards Perceived Value, Perceived Enjoyment towards Perceived Value, Technicality towards Perceived Value, Perceived Price towards Perceived Value, and Perceived Value towards Purchase Intention. This study is a descriptive and exploratory research. The descriptive study is a kind of research which purpose is to describe or figure out the characteristics and nature of market and consumer behavior. On the other hand, the exploratory study is a kind of research which purpose is to explore or collect any deeper thoughts about a problem. The research design used is survey in which sampling unit is observed using a questionnaire. The unit samplings used in this study are men and women who once access iTunes Store, know Kotak Band, and never once purchase Kotak's songs ("Never Dies" album). The result of the analysis using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) shows that the data of this study have goodness of fit with the proposed research model and the measurement model of overall indicators has valid criteria and reliability or consistency of good measurement. Regarding to the result of the structural model, it can be concluded that Perceived Usefulness gives positive effect towards Perceived Value, and Perceived Enjoyment gives positive effect towards Perceived Value. On the other hand, other variables give negative effect.
The creative industry of subsector music is a creative activity relating to the creation or composition, music show, reproduction, and distribution of voice recording. Music, in context of creative industry development, does not only a kind of expressing sounds which basis is in a form of melody, rhythm, and harmony with supporting factor in a form of idea, characteristics, and timbre, but it also an output which can be enjoyed by many people and give benefits of economy, social, and culture. Music in its development is one of creative industry emphasizing more on the development of music industry which is expected to be able to give additional economic value for people who are involved in it and give life quality for its connoisseurs.
iTunes is the benchmark of the pride and success of the digital music distribution. The minimum knowledge about digital distribution is linear with the performance of music streaming business in Indonesia. The music industry, like other industries, changes because of the development of technology (Davis et al, 1992) . One of the factors causing great change is iTunes. Its existence in Indonesia in 2012 has changed Indonesian music industry. Based on the data recorded in 2014, the sales rating of music download in iTunes stores is controlled by the five-greatest-market Pan Asia, i.e. Philippine, Indonesia, India, Singapore, and Thailand.
On March 18, 2014, one of popular rock bands in Indonesia named "KOTAK" had released their album entitled "Never Dies" via iTunes. They packaged their song in a new format and the process of "Never Dies" album making was only a month. After "Never Dies" was officially released via iTunes, Kotak Band has been considered well in Indonesian music industry as it can be proven by the achievement of Kotak Band which became the first Indonesian artist receiving page artist in the world digital music canal (www.xposeindonesia.com). Kotak Band then realized that internet users are getting more. Besides, many media helped every band to promote and sell their masterpiece. iTunes is one of the media chosen by Kotak to promote and sell their songs in the "Never Dies" album (www.xposeindonesia.com).
One of members of Kotak chose iTunes because it was one of a promotion strategy of "Never Dies" album sales which made their fans easier to purchase the album without going to a store which was actually time consuming. The management of Kotak Band reveals that by selling Kotak's album in iTunes, they can control their selling album; besides, their fans do not have to spend money to purchase one album, but they only have to purchase songs they want. They think that iTunes is a benefit for them because by using iTunes, they hope their fans can get more benefits and comfort in purchasing Kotak's songs in iTunes than purchasing the real album.
Perceived usefulness is defined as how far someone believes that purchasing via online will increase his or her performance (Davis, 1989) . It is done by Kotak to make Kotak's song purchasing in online music store easier. On the other hand, perceived enjoyment is one of the factors influencing Kotak's fans to purchase through iTunes. As it is stated by Hopkinson and Pujari (1999) , perceived enjoyment is one of the factors influencing someone to do something. Perceived usefulness and perceived enjoyment are a part of benefit which can influence consumers to do something.
By the existence of Kotak's songs in iTunes, it can make their fans easier to purchase their songs without spending much time and money to purchase Kotak's songs through iTunes. If they purchase Kotak's songs in offline store, they need more effort than purchasing them through iTunes. It refers to the definition of technicality or nonmonetary sacrifice as it is revealed by Zeithaml (1998) that consumers will spend much time and effort in a product or service and it can influence the value perception of a product or service. In terms of price, purchasing songs in iTunes is cheaper than purchasing CD in offline stores. Kotak's fans can purchase any songs they like. In this case, it refers to the perceived price revealed by Kotler and Amstrong (2010) that price is amount of money spent by consumers to get a product or service.
The purpose of this study is to obtain the result of analysis of the effect 
METHODS OF RESEARCH
This study is a descriptive and exploratory study. The descriptive study is a study which purpose is to describe or figure out any characteristics and nature of market and consumer behavior. Besides, the exploratory study is to explore or collect any deeper thoughts about particular problem. The research designed used in this study is survey in which observing the sampling unit using a questionnaire. The questionnaire was designed orderly and structurally, and then it was distributed to the samples of a population in order to obtain specific information from the respondents (Malhotra, 2012). In general, this study will observe any factors influencing purchase intention towards Kotak's songs ("Never Dies" album) in iTunes Store. The variables of tis study are perceived usefulness, perceived enjoyment, technicality, perceived price, perceived value, and purchase intention.
The unit of the samples used in this study were men and women who once accessed iTunes Stores and know Kotak and never once purchased Kotak's songs ("Never Dies" album). The defining of the number of samples was based on a theory by Hair et al. (2010) stating that the number of samples defined fit the number of question items used in the questionnaire by assuming n x 5 observation up to n x 10 observation. However, in this study, the researcher uses n x7 with 22 question items used to measure 6 variables; thus, the number of respondents used was 22 question items multiplied by 7 meaning that there are 154 respondents.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Result of Structural Equation Model (SEM) Data
Analysis. To analyze SEM data in this study, the researcher used software named Lisrel Version 8.8 Program. This program helped the researcher test the correlation among variables easier. The result of the calculation of SEM using Lisrel Version 8.8 can be seen in the appendix. In SEM analysis, the evaluation towards the level of goodness of fit of the data with the model is done in some stages, such as overall goodness of fit model, measurement model testing, and structural model testing (Wijayanto, 2008) .
The Result of Overall Goodness of Fit Model Analysis. The first step is testing the overall goodness of fit which purpose is to generally evaluate the level of Goodness of Fit (GOF) between the data and the research model (Wijayanto, 2008) . This is the result of overall goodness of fit test using Lisrel version 8.8. Good Fit M* = Model; S* = Saturated; I* = Independence
Based on the result of the providing data in the table, it can be seen that there are 12 GOF Indices showing good fit and 3 Indices showing marginal fit. Therefore, it can be concluded that the overall goodness of fit is good, so this study can be continued.
The Result of Structural Model Analysis
The purpose of having structural model is to know the correlation among variables which fits the research model. Based on SEM calculation using Lisrel Version 8.80, the equation of structural model research is as the following: The result of structural model testing shows that there is an effect between Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Value. It is in line with the result of a study stating that how far the consumers believe that enjoyment can be derived when listening to online music and it might be encouraged by satisfaction factor when they do the transaction in an online store (Chu and Lu, 2007) . It shows that Perceived Enjoyment positively affects the Perceived Value.
The Result of the Effect of Technicality towards Perceived Value Testing
The result of structural model testing shows that there is an effect between Technicality and Perceived Value. It is supported by the result of a study conducted by Atkinson & Kydd (1997) stating that technicality is the degree of consumers' belief that listening online music is an effort. Therefore, the online consumers can see that they can decrease effort, decrease sacrifice, and increase the target value they want. Kim et al. (2007) states that the technique of online content service which is great can increase consumers in terms of physical and psychology. As a result, it will give negative contribution towards the Perceived Value. In other words, technicality affects negatively towards Perceived Value.
The Managerial Implication Based on the result of SEM above, it has been proven that there is an effect between Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Enjoyment, Technicality, and Perceived Price towards Purchased Intention through Perceived Value. The results of this study should be able to give evaluation for Kotak Band in increasing consumers' need to do Purchase Intention. Besides, it should be supported by the increase of Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Enjoyment, Technicality, and Perceived Price through Perceived Value. In this case, there are some approaches which can be used to increase Perceived Usefulness so that Perceived Value can increase.
To increase value towards a brand, Kotak Band should increase the function of use so that consumers get good value towards Kotak Band. The finding obtained by the researcher is that Kotak Band thinks that consumers need practicality in accessing Kotak's songs, especially songs in "Never Dies" album in iTunes Store. Consumers also want to get its easiness if it is compared to purchasing the Kotak's CD in offline stores. Through iTunes Store, consumers can also know any update information about Kotak without watching TV or listening to a radio.
Besides, there are some approaches which can be used to increase Perceived Enjoyment so that Perceived Value can increase. Basically, one of the factors in which it can make consumers happy for good value of a brand is when they feel happy for purchasing it. The finding obtained by the researcher is that consumers are happy because consumers and also Kotak's fans can listen to Kotak's song teaser in iTunes Store. Through Kotak's song teaser in iTunes Store, consumers can judge Kotak's songs.
Moreover, there are some approaches which can be used to decrease Technicality so that Perceived Value can increase. Kotak Band chose iTunes Store to release songs of the latest "Never Dies" album because iTunes Store is considered to being able to access Kotak's songs easier. The finding obtained by the researcher is that the value obtained by consumers will decrease if it is difficult and time consuming for them to play teaser. If it occurs, consumers will think that there is no difference between online purchasing and purchasing Kotak's CD because it is time consuming to obtain Kotak's songs, especially for those who want to listen to Kotak's song teaser so that there is a value obtained after listening to Kotak's song teaser. Because of the reason, the researcher suggest Kotak Band to socialize the use of iTunes Store can make consumers play Kotak's song teaser easily so that they get a value, and then decide whether to purchase Kotak's songs or not.
Moreover, there are some approaches which can be used to decrease Perceived Price so that Perceived Value can increase. Price is one of the factors for the consumers to have certain value of a brand until they decide to purchase or not. The finding obtained by the researcher is that the latest price of Kotak's songs is cheaper than its CD. However, the process of transaction in iTunes Store should use credit card. Those who do not have credit card think that there is no difference between the price offered by iTunes and the price of purchasing CD because it needs more money to register a credit card since most of the respondents seen by the researcher have no regular salary. Therefore, the researcher suggests Kotak Band to provide and sell iTunes Gift Card for consumers who want to purchase Kotak's songs in iTunes so that the value towards Kotak Band is good for consumers.
In addition, there are some approaches which can be used to increase Perceived Value so that Perceived Intention can increase. Consumers will purchase a brand if they choose good response for a brand. The finding obtained by the researcher shows that whenever consumers feel good towards Kotak's songs in iTunes Store, they will predict and be willingly to purchase Kotak's songs in "Never Dies" album in iTunes Store.
Consumers will not purchase the songs if they have no good judgment towards Kotak's songs, especially in "Never Dies" album. Therefore, the researcher suggests Kotak Band to give things which encourage consumers to judge Kotak Band well so that they want and are willing to purchase Kotak's songs, especially in "Never Dies" album in iTunes Store.
CONCLUSION
Before conducting this study, the researcher administered a pretest by distributing questionnaires to 30 respondents which were distributed based on the criteria set by the researcher. The result of the questionnaires distributed to 30 respondents is respondents who wanted to purchase Kotak's songs ("Never Dies" album) in iTunes Store. Based on the interview result, the researcher deepens the study about Purchase Intention on Kotak's songs ("Never Dies" album). 
